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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let R, m be a Noetherian local ring of Krull dimension d ) 0 and let
I be an m-primary ideal of R. There has been a great deal of interest on
two objects associated to the ideal I:
 .i the Hilbert]Samuel function of I, i.e., the numerical function
 .  n.H n s l RrI , where l stands for length, andI
 .ii the depth of the associated graded ring of R with respect to
 . n nq1  w x.I, gr R s [ I rI see 2]8, 13, 14 .I nG 0
An approach to their study has consisted in using reductions of I, that
rq1 r is, ideals J : I, with the property that I s JI for some integer r see
w x w x .1 or 9 for this and other basic notions we employ . This means that the
natural inclusion of Rees algebras
w x n n w x n nR Jt s J t ¨ R It s I t[ [
nG0 nG0
w x w x w xturns R It into a finite R Jt -module. If R Jt has a more accessible
w xcharacter than R It , and if one has good control over the module
w x  .  .structure of R It , then one is able to deal with i and ii above rather
effectively.
w xA setting for obtaining a good R Jt is that of a Cohen]Macaulay local
 .ring R, m with infinite residue field Rrm. In this case, any minimal
reduction J of I is generated by a regular sequence, so that the algebra
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w x  .R Jt is very well understood. We define the reduction number r I of IJ
with respect to J as the smallest integer t such that I tq1 s JI t. One way to
w x w xdeal with the second issue, of the module structure of R It over R Jt , is
to define modules where the two algebras interact. In this way Vasconcelos
w x  .introduced in 15 the so-called Sally module S s S I of I with respect toJ
J. It is defined by the exact sequence
w x w x nq1 n0 ª I ? R Jt ª I ? R It ª S I s I rJ I ª 0, . [J
nG1
w x  w x.and a motivation for its name is the work of Sally in 10]13 see 15 .
 .Our aim here is to uncover structural aspects of S I in sufficient detailJ
 .  .to deal with i and ii in several cases of interest. The techniques we
 .introduce are filterings of S I by submodules which have Cohen]J
Macaulay ancestors: to a filtration of the Sally module there corresponds
 .another series of modules the virtual filtration . When we succeed in
proving their equality, or near so, there is an abundance of information
 .about S I , which may be used to estimate its depth and to describe itsJ
Hilbert function and some of its arithmetical properties like the canonical
module.
Information about depth, Hilbert coefficients, and Hilbert]PoincareÂ
 .series of the Sally module can be passed back and forth to gr R . In theI
 wcase of depth this comes from the above sequence see 16, Proposition
x.1.2.10 and Corollary 2.1.11 . For the Hilbert coefficients and Hilbert]
w xPoincare series see 15, Corollary 3.3; 16, Proposition 1.3.3 , respectively.Â
 .  . w x  w x.If different from 0 , S I is an R Jt -module of dimension d see 15 ,J
 .and we write s , . . . , s for the Hilbert coefficients of S I ; e , . . . , e will0 d J 0 d
 .  .denote the Hilbert coefficients of gr R . We will write HP S, t andI
  . .  .HP gr R , t for the Hilbert]Poincare series of S and gr R , respectively.ÂI I
We shall now describe our results. The first consequences of the
filtration and virtual filtration mentioned above are the following theorem
and corollary.
 .THEOREM 1.1. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension
d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R and
let J be a minimal reduction of I. If s is the first Hilbert coefficient of the Sally0
 .module S, and r s r I is the reduction number of I with respect to J, thenJ
ry1
nq1 ns F l I rJI . .0
ns1
 .  .If equality holds then: i S is Cohen]Macaulay, ii for j s 1, . . . , d y 1, the
Hilbert coefficients of S are gi¨ en by
ry1 n nq1 ns s l I rJI , 1 . .j  /j
nsj
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 .and iii the Hilbert]Poincare series of S is gi¨ en byÂ
ry1 l I nq1rJI n t n .ns1
HP S, t s . 2 .  .d1 y t .
 .COROLLARY 1.2. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R
ry1  nq1 n.  .and let J be a minimal reduction of I. If s s  l I rJI then: i0 ns1
  ..  .  .depth gr R G d y 1, ii for j s 1, . . . , d, the Hilbert coefficients of gr RI I
are gi¨ en by
ry1 n nq1 ne s l I rJI , .j  /j y 1
nsjy1
 .  .and iii the Hilbert]Poincare series of gr R is gi¨ en byÂ I
r
n ny1 nq1 n nl RrI q l I rJI y l I rJI t .  .  .
ns1HP gr R , t s . . .I d1 y t .
w xIn the same setting as ours, Sam Huckaba proved in 6, Theorem 3.1
ry1  nq1 n.   ..that e s  l I rJI if and only if depth gr R G d y 1. Since1 ns0 I
 . w xe s s q l IrJ 15, Corollary 3.3 , we can restate Huckaba's result as1 0
ry1  nq1 n.   ..s s  l I rJI if and only if depth gr R G d y 1. Therefore,0 ns1 I
  ..whenever depth gr R G d y 1, Corollary 1.2 gives us a complete de-I
scription of the Hilbert coefficients and of the Hilbert]Poincare series ofÂ
 .gr R . We observe that the formulas for the Hilbert coefficients were alsoI
w xgiven by Huckaba in 6, Corollary 2.11 .
One would like to understand the structure of the Sally module given
the reduction number of I with respect to J and numerical information
about some of the components of S. In Sections 3 and 4 several particular
cases are studied. Our main result in Section 3 is the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 1.3. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension
d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm, let I be an m-primary ideal of R and J a
minimal reduction of I. Assume that the reduction number of I with respect to
J is two and that I 2rJI has a cyclic socle. Then the Sally module is
 2 .w xw xCohen]Macaulay. More precisely, S , I rJI T , . . . , T y1 . In particu-1 d
  ..lar, depth gr R G d y 1.I
Section 4 is dedicated to cases where the length of I 2rJI is low, namely
one, two, or three. One starts with length one and our main result in that
case is Theorem 1.4 below, where we present a relation between the first
Hilbert coefficient s of the Sally module and the reduction number0
 .r s r I of I with respect to J.J
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 .THEOREM 1.4. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension
d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R and J
 2 .a minimal reduction of I such that l I rJI s 1. Then s F r y 1 and0
 .i s s r y 1 implies S Cohen]Macaulay,0
 .  .ii s s r y 2 implies depth S s d y 1.0
When the length of I 2rJI is two, we divide our study into two subcases.
One of them corresponds to the situation where I 2rJI is isomorphic to
 .2Rrm . In this case, if the reduction number of I with respect to J is
w x  .two, Vasconcelos proved in 15, Proposition 2.6 that depth S G d y 1,
  .. 2and therefore, depth gr R G d y 2. In the second situation, I rJI isI
cyclic and one shows in Remark 4.6 that if the reduction number of I with
respect to J is two then the Sally module is Cohen]Macaulay. As in the
 .case of length one, the first Hilbert coefficient s of S is related to r I ,0 J
and the Sally module is studied in several extremal situations.
Finally, if the length of I 2rJI is three, our problem is divided into four
subcases, and the structure of the Sally module is well understood in three
of them if the reduction number of I with respect to J is two.
 .Throughout this paper R, m is a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of
dimension d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm, I is an m-primary ideal
of R, and J is a minimal reduction of I.
2. FILTERING THE SALLY MODULE
In this section we shall present a filtration of the Sally module. We start
w xdefining, for n G 1, the R Jt -module
`
iq1 iynq1 nC s I rJ I .[n
isn
w xNotice, in particular, that C s S. We define now L as the R Jt -submod-1 n
 . nq1 nule of C generated by the first term of C , C s I rJI :n n n n
`
nq1 n iyn nq1 iynq1 nw xL s R Jt ? I rJI s J I rJ I .[n
isn
w xWe have the short exact sequence of R Jt -modules
0 ª L ª C ª C ª 0,n n nq1
 .where C s C rL . If r s r I is the reduction number of I withnq1 n n J
respect to J, then I rq1 s JI r, C s 0, and L , C . We obtain,r ry1 ry1
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w xtherefore, the following set of exact sequences of R Jt -modules
0 ª L ª S ª C ª 01 2
0 ª L ª C ª C ª 02 2 3
3 .. . .. . .. . .
0 ª L ª C ª L ª 0.ry2 ry2 ry1
We shall refer to the factors L as the reduction modules of I with respectn
to J. If these factors have a recognizable structure, then we will be able to
conclude good properties for the Sally module. To help us recognize the
w xstructure of the L 's, we shall introduce other R Jt -modules, the D 's,n n
that will be called the ¨irtual reduction modules of I with respect to J.
 nq1 n. w xFor n G 1, let A s Ann I rJI and let B s RrA T , . . . , T , an R n n 1 d
 .  4d-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay ring with Ass B s m B . Notice thatB n nnw x w x w x  .B , R Jt rA R Jt , and since A ? R Jt : Ann L , L is not onlyn n n Rw J t x n n
w xan R Jt -module, but also a B -module.n
 4We define now, for n g 1, . . . , r y 1 ,
nq1 n nq1 n w xD s B m I rJI , I rJI T , . . . , T , .  .n n 1 dR
 .  4a maximal Cohen]Macaulay B -module, with Ass D s m B . Theren B n nnw xis an epimorphism of B -modules u : D yn ª L , that is the identity onn n n n
nq1 n w x I rJI and sends each T to a generator of R Jt clearly, the generatorsi
nq1 n .of I rJI have degree zero in D , but degree n in L . If we define Kn n n
 4as the kernel of u , then for n g 1, . . . , r y 1 we have the following exactn
sequence of B -modulesn
un 6w x0 ª K ª D yn L ª 0. 4 .n n n
This sequence and the filtration presented above are the main tools for
our study of the Sally module.
An immediate consequence of the construction of the reduction mod-
ules and the virtual reduction modules of I with respect to J is Theorem
1.1, whose proof we now present:
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For i c 0, one has
dy1i q d y 1 i q d y 2
l S s s y s q ??? q y1 s . .  .i 0 1 dy1 /  /d y 1 d y 2
 .  .On the other hand, from 3 and 4 ,
ry1 ry1
w xl S s l L s l D yn y l K . .  .  . . .  . . . i n n ni i i
ns1 ns1
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 w x. .  nq1 n.The contribution of l D yn to s is exactly l I rJI and wen i 0
conclude that
ry1
nq1 ns F l I rJI . .0
ns1
 4Equality in the above expression implies that, for n g 1, . . . , r y 1 , we
 . .  .have no contribution from l K to s . And since K is either 0 or hasn i 0 n
 4dimension d, we conclude that for n g 1, . . . , r y 1 , K s 0. This impliesn
 nq1 n.w xw x  .L , I rJI T , . . . , T yn . By 3 and the so-called Depth Lemman 1 d
 w x.see 1, Proposition 1.2.9 , S is Cohen]Macaulay.
Now, because of the recognizable structure of the L 's, we obtain theirn
Hilbert polynomial and Hilbert]Poincare seriesÂ
i y n q d y 1 .nq1 nP L , i s l I rJI and .  .n  /d y 1
l I nq1rJI n t n .
HP L , t s . .n d1 y t .
 .Again by 3 , we only have to add up these expressions, from n s 1 to
r y 1, to conclude that the Hilbert coefficients of S and its Hilbert]Poin-
 .  .care series are given by 1 and 2 , respectively.Â
Corollary 1.2 transfers to the associated graded ring of I the results
wobtained for the Sally module in Theorem 1.1. Its proof follows from 16,
xProposition 1.2.10; 15, Corollary 3.3; 16, Proposition 1.3.3 .
 .COROLLARY 2.1. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R
and let J be a minimal reduction of I. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 . ry1  nq1 n.i s s S l I rJI ;0 ns1
 .ii S is Cohen]Macaulay;
 .   ..iii depth gr R G d y 1.I
 .  .  .  .Proof. i implies ii follows from Theorem 1.1 and ii implies iii
w x wfrom 16, Proposition 1.2.10 . Now, as we have seen in Section 1, 6,
x ry1  nq1 n.Theorem 3.1 can be restated as s s  l I rJI if and only if0 ns1
  ..  .  .depth gr R G d y 1. This gives us the equivalence of iii and i .I
Remark 2.2. When we have equality in Theorem 1.1, and so, for
 nq1 n.w xw xn s 1, . . . , r y 1, L , I rJI T , . . . , T yn , the canonical modulen 1 d
v of L can be explicitly computed. For n s 1, . . . , r y 1,L nn
knq1 n w x w xv , I rJI T , . . . , T yd q n , .L 1 dn
nq1 n k nq1 n .  .where I rJI s Hom I rJI , E , R s RrA , m s mrA , andR n n
 w x .E is the injective envelope of Rrm see 1 for more details .
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3. REDUCTION NUMBER TWO
 .Let M be a module of finite length over a Noetherian local ring R, m .
We start this section defining the Loewy ascending chain of submodules of
M
0 s M : M : M : ??? : M : M s M ,0 1 2 ty1 t
 . where M s 0 and M s M : m for i G 1. Each M rM s M :0 i iy1 M i iy1 iy1 M
.  .m rM s 0: m , being the socle of MrM , is not only aniy1 Mr M iy1iy1
 .R-module but also an Rrm-vector space. If l M rM s n , theni iy1 i
 .niM rM , Rrm . This construction shows that we can associate to Mi iy1
 .  .  .a partition n , . . . , n of l M s n. Partitions of the form 1, n , . . . , n1 t 2 t
correspond to cases where the socle M of M is cyclic.1
 .Let L s Ann M , R s RrL, and m s mrL. Using the notationR
k  .introduced in Section 2, we define M s Hom M, E , where E is theR
injective envelope of Rrm.
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let R, m be a Noetherian local ring and let M be an
R-module of finite length. Then the minimal number of generators of M k is
equal to the minimal number of generators of the socle of M.
Proof. This lemma is a special case of Matlis duality and its proof can
w xbe found in 1, Proposition 3.2.12 .
The module of finite length we are interested in is I 2rJI. In this section
 .we will study the Sally module of I with respect to J, fixing r s r I equalJ
 2 . ny1to two, and letting l I rJI be any number n. There are 2 possible
chains of submodules associated to I 2rJI, and in all the cases where its
socle is cyclic, the Sally module will have a nice structure. This is exactly
the statement of Theorem 1.3. Before its proof we need the following
lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.2. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension
w xd ) 0, let A be an m-primary ideal of R, B s RrA T , . . . , T , and v the1 d B
canonical module of B. Assume that M is a finitely generated B-module such
 .  4that Ass M : m B . ThenB
M : Hom Hom M , v , v . . .B B B B
 Proof. We will show that the standard map w : M ª Hom Hom M,B B
. .v , v is one]one. The exact sequence of B-modulesB B
w 6
0 ª K ª M Hom Hom M , v , v ª C ª 0, . .B B B B
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 .  .where K s Ker w and C s Coker w , tensored with B , yieldsm B
0 ª K ª M ª Hom Hom M , v , v ª C ª 0. . .m B m B B B m B B B m Bm B m B m B m B
Now, since B is Artinian, v is isomorphic to the injective enve-m B Bm B
 w x .lope of the residue field of B see 1, Chap. 3 for more details . At them B
wsame time the Artinian ring B is complete, so by Matlis duality 1,m B
x   . .Theorem 3.2.13 , Hom Hom M , v , v , M . We con-B B m B B B m Bm B m B m B m B
 .  .  4clude that K s 0 and C s 0. But Ass K : Ass M : m B , andm B m B B B
so K s 0. This shows that w is one]one.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Our notation and definitions are the ones of
 2 .Section 2. For simplicity we write A for A s Ann I rJI and B for1 R
w x 3 2 w xB s RrA T , . . . , T in this proof. Since I s JI , one has L s R Jt ?1 1 1 d 2
3 2  .I rJI s 0, and we conclude from 3 that S , L . In particular, S is a1
 .  w x4  w x.  .B-module, and since Ass S s m R Jt see 15 , we have Ass S sRw J t x B
 4m B .
 .From 4 one has the exact sequence of B-modules
2 w x w x0 ª K ª I rJI T , . . . , T y1 ª S ª 0, .1 1 d
and our aim is to prove that K s 0.1
Let R s RrA, m s mrA, and let v and v be the canonical modulesR B
of R and B, respectively. Since R is Artinian, v is the injective envelopeR
w x w x  w xE of Rrm, and v , v T , . . . , T , E T , . . . , T see 1, Chap. 3 forB R 1 d 1 d
.more details .
 .Applying Hom ], v to the exact sequence above yields the long exactB B
sequence
2 w x0 ª Hom S, v ª Hom I rJI T , . . . , T , v ª Hom K , v .  . .B B B 1 d B B 1 B
1 1 2 w xª Ext S, v ª Ext I rJI T , . . . , T , v ª ??? . .  .B B B 1 d B
2 wSince B is a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension d and I rJI T ,1
x. . . , T is a finitely generated Cohen]Macaulay B-module of dimension d,d
1  2 w x .  w x.one has Ext I rJI T , . . . , T , v s 0 see 1, Corollary 3.5.11 . LetB 1 d B
 2 .k  2 w x . wF s I rJI and observe that Hom I rJI T , . . . , T , v , F T , . . . ,B 1 d B 1
x 2T . The fact that the socle of I rJI is cyclic implies, by Lemma 3.1, that Fd
 .is a cyclic R-module, and one can write F , RrAnn F . But R isR
 wArtinian, and therefore complete. By Matlis duality see 1, Theorem
k 2x.  .  .3.2.13 , F , I rJI, as R-modules and so as R-modules . Therefore
2 .  .A s Ann I rJI s Ann F and F , RrA s R. We conclude thatR R
2 .w x . w xHom I rJI T , . . . , T , v , R T , . . . , T s B. The above long exactB 1 d B 1 d
sequence can be rewritten as
0 ª Hom S, v ª B ª Hom K , v ª Ext1 S, v ª 0. 5 .  .  .  .B B B B B B
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 .Observe that Hom S, v is just an ideal of B and there are two casesB B
 .  .  .  .to be analyzed: 1 Hom S, v : m B and 2 Hom S, v ­ m B.B B B B
 .  .Case 1 . Hom S, v : m B.B B
 .  4   . .Since Ass S s m B , we have S : Hom Hom S, v , v byB B B B B
Lemma 3.2. Therefore,
Ann m B : Ann Hom S, v : Ann Hom Hom S, v , v .  .  . .  . .R R B B R B B B B
2: Ann S : Ann I rJI s 0, .  .R R
 .  .and one concludes that Ann m B s 0. But m B g Ass B and then itR B
 .is easy to prove that Ann m B / 0. This gives us a contradiction.R
 .  .Case 2 . Hom S, v ­ m B.B B
 .Factoring the exact sequence 5 , one obtains the short exact sequence
of B-modules
0 ª BrHom S, v ª Hom K , v ª Ext1 S, v ª 0, .  .  .B B B 1 B B B
from which we conclude that
Supp Hom K , v : Supp BrHom S, v j Supp Ext1 S, v . .  .  . .  .  .B 1 B B B B B
  ..  .We know that m B f Supp BrHom S, v because Hom S, v ­B B B B
 1  .. 1  .m B. Now, we have Ext S, v , Ext S , v . Since B isB B m B B m B B m Bm B m B
Artinian, v is the injective envelope of the residue field of B , anB m Bm B 1  .injective B -module. Therefore, Ext S , v s 0, and m B fm B B m B Bm B m B
 1  ..   ..Supp Ext S, v . We conclude that mB f Supp Hom K , v and soB B B 1 B
  ..Ann Hom K , v ­ m B.B B 1 B
  .. w x  .Let x g Ann Hom K , v , x f m B. Since K : D y1 , Ass KB B 1 B 1 1 B 1
 4   . .: m B . It follows from Lemma 3.2 that K : Hom Hom K , v , v .1 B B 1 B B
 .Now, x ? Hom K , v s 0 implies thatB 1 B
x ? Hom Hom K , v , v s 0, . .B B 1 B B
 .  4and thus xK s 0. On the other hand, x f m B and Ass D s m B1 B 1
implies that x is regular on D , and therefore, x is regular on K . Since1 1
xK s 0, one has K s 0, as wanted.1 1
 2 .wRemark 3.3. We have seen in Theorem 1.3 that S , I rJI T , . . . ,1
xw xT y1 , and in this situation the Hilbert polynomial of S isd
i y 1 q d y 1 .2P S, i s l I rJI . .  .  /d y 1
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 2 .In particular, the first Hilbert coefficient of S is exactly s s l I rJI s0
ry1  nq1 n.S l I rJI . Therefore, when in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3,ny1
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 give us very simply expressions for the
 .  .Hilbert coefficients and Hilbert]Poincare series of S I and gr R ,Â J I
respectively.
4. LOW LENGTHS
In this section we are interested in studying the Sally module of I with
respect to J when the lengths of I 2rJI are either 1, 2, or 3.
Length One
 2 . 2If l I rJI s 1, I rJI is a cyclic R-module and is equal to its socle.
There is only one possible chain of submodules for I 2rJI, as described in
 . 2Section 3, namely 0 : I rJI. We need to observe some simple facts and
our notation will be that of Section 2. Since I 2rJI is a cyclic R-module, we
must have I nq1rJI n cyclic for all n G 1. We can write I nq1rJI n s R ? an
nq1 n  nq1 n., RrA , for some a g I rJI , where A s Ann I rJI . Sincen n n R
A : A for all n G 1, and since A s m , we conclude that, for n gn nq1 1
 4 nq1 n  nq1 n.1, . . . , r y 1 , A s m , I rJI , Rrm, and l I rJI s 1. In par-n
w xticular, B s Rrm T , . . . , T . For simplicity, we will write B s B , forn 1 d n
 4n g 1, . . . , r y 1 , in this subsection.
 4 w xObserve also that for n g 1, . . . , r y 1 , L is a cyclic R Jt -module:n
w x nq1 n w x w x w xL s R Jt ? I rJI s R Jt ? a , R Jt rAnn L yn . .n n Rw J t x n
w x w x  .We know that m R Jt s A R Jt : Ann L . On the other hand,1 Rw J t x 1
 .  .  w x4  .Ass L : Ass S s m R Jt , and therefore, Ann L :Rw J t x 1 Rw J t x Rw J t x 1
w x w x  .m R Jt . We conclude that m R Jt s Ann L andRw J t x 1
w x w x w x w x w x w xL , R Jt rm R Jt y1 , Rrm T , . . . , T y1 s B y1 . .1 1 d
 4 w x w x  .For n g 2, . . . , r y 1 , we also have m R Jt s A R Jt : Ann L ,n Rw J t x n
 .  w x4but now we cannot say that Ass L : m R Jt , and so we cannotRw J t x n
conclude that L , . . . , L are isomorphic to B. What can be said is that2 ry1
 4for n g 2, . . . , r y 1 , L is a cyclic B-module:n
w xL s B ? a , BrAnn L yn . .n n B n
Remark 4.1. If the reduction number of I with respect to J is two and
 2 .  .w xw xl I rJI s 1, Theorem 1.3 tells us that S , Rrm T , . . . , T y1 .1 d
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. We only need to consider here r ) 2, because
the case r s 2 has been done in greater generality, as observed in Remark
4.1.
 nq1 n.  4We have seen that l I rJI s 1 for n g 1, . . . , r y 1 . The fact that
s F r y 1 is therefore a consequence of Theorem 1.1. When s s r y 1, S0 0
is Cohen]Macaulay also by Theorem 1.1. One needs to look now at the
second case, when s s r y 2. The idea is to show that, for n g 1, . . . , r y0
4 w x  .w  .x2 , L , B yn an L , Br f y r y 1 , where f / 0 is a regularn ry1
 4element on B. From this it follows that, for n g 1, . . . , r y 2 , the depth
of L is d, and L has depth G d y 1. Going back to our filtration ofn ry1
the Sally module in Section 2, and using the Depth Lemma, we conclude
 .that depth S G d y 1. But the depth of S cannot be d when s s r y 2,0
 .by Corollary 2.1. Therefore, in this case, depth S s d y 1.
 .  .Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, one concludes from 3 and 4
 4  w x. .that, for n g 1, . . . , r y 1 , the contribution of l D yn to s isn i 0
 nq1 n.exactly l I rJI s 1. Since s s r y 2, we must have r y 2 of the K 's0 n
equal to zero, and one K different from zero; i.e., we must have r y 2 ofn
 .the L 's isomorphic to B and one L isomorphic to BrAnn L , wheren n B n
 .  .  .Ann L / 0. But since for n G 1, Ann L : Ann L , we con-B n B n B nq1
clude that the r y 2 L 's isomorphic to B have to be exactly the firstn
 4 w xr y 2. And so, for n g 1, . . . , r y 2 , L , B yn , and L , Brn ry1
 .w  .x  .Ann L y r y 1 , where Ann L / 0.B ry1 B ry1
 .Our aim now is to prove that Ann L is a principal ideal of B, andB ry1
in order to do this, one shows that it has height one and is unmixed. Since
B is a UFD, we will get our result.
 .Let P be a prime ideal of B, height P G 2, and one wants P f
 . w x w x w xAss L . Now, B s R Jt rm R Jt , and so P s prm R Jt , where p isB ry1
w x  w x .a prime ideal of R Jt . Applying the functor Hom R Jt rp , ] to theRw J t x
 .first exact sequence of 3 yields the long exact sequence
w x w x0 ª Hom R Jt rp , L ª Hom R Jt rp , S . .Rw J t x 1 Rw J t x
w x 1 w xª Hom R Jt rp , C ª Ext R Jt rp , L ª ??? . .  .Rw J t x 2 Rw J t x 1
 .  w x4 w xAss S s m R Jt and since m R Jt « p , there exists in p a regularRw J t x
 w x . 1  w xelement on S. Therefore, Hom R Jt rp , S s 0. Also, Ext R Jt rRw J t x Rw J t x
.  .p , L s 0. The reason for this is that since height P G 2 and B is1
 .Cohen]Macaulay, there exists x, y : P , a regular sequence on B;
 .therefore, x, y : p is a regular sequence on B, where x, y are the lifts of
1  w x .x and y to p. Hence, Ext R Jt rp , B s 0. But L , B, and we haveRw J t x 1
1  w x .Ext R Jt rp , L s 0. From the above long exact sequence we con-Rw J t x 1
 w x .clude that Hom R Jt rp , C s 0.Rw J t x 2
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 w x .Applying now successively Hom R Jt rp , ] to the other sequencesRw J t x
 .of 3 , and using the fact that L , ??? , L , B, one obtains2 ry2
 w x .  .Hom R Jt rp , L s 0. Therefore, p f Ass L and so, P fRw J t x ry1 Rw J t x ry1
 .Ass L .B ry1
We have proved that if P is a prime of B of height G 2 then
 .  .  .  .P f Ass L . But 0 f Ass L , since Ann L / 0. There-B ry1 B ry1 B ry1
 .fore, the only primes of B that belong to Ass L are primes of heightB ry1
 .1. This means that Ann L has height 1 in B and is unmixed.B ry1
 2 .Remark 4.2. When l I rJI s 1 and s s r y 1, Theorem 1.1 and0
Corollary 1.2 give us very simple expressions for the Hilbert coefficients
 .and Hilbert]Poincare series of S and gr R , respectively. It also followsÂ I
  ..from Corollary 1.2 that depth gr R G d y 1.I
 2 .  .Remark 4.3. When l I rJI s 1 and s s r y 2, since depth S s d0
w x   ..y 1, it follows from 16, Proposition 1.2.10 that depth gr R G d y 2.I
 .But the depth of gr R cannot be G d y 1 when s s r y 2, by CorollaryI 0
 2 .2.1. Therefore, when l I rJI s 1, if d ) 1 and s s r y 2, then0
  ..depth gr R s d y 2.I
Another observation is that in the case s s r y 2 our method does not0
allow us to compute the Hilbert coefficients or the Hilbert]Poincare seriesÂ
of either the Sally module or the associated graded ring. Indeed, since the
degree of the element f is not known, we cannot compute the Hilbert
coefficients or the Hilbert]Poincare series of L .Â ry1
 .COROLLARY 4.4. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm, let I be an m-primary ideal of R
 2 .and J a minimal reduction of I. Assume that l I rJI s 1 and s s r y 1.0
If v denotes the degree t component of the canonical module v of the Sallyt S
module, then
0, if t - d y r q 1,¡~v s kqdyjt ry 1¢ js 1  /Rrm , if t s k q d y r q 1, k G 0.dy1 .
w xProof. Let v , v , and v denote the canonical modules of R Jt ,Rw J t x L Cn n
L , and C , respectively. It follows from Remark 2.2 thatn n
w x w xv , Rrm T , . . . , T yd q n 6 .L 1 dn
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 .in our situation. Applying now the functor Hom ], v to eachRw J t x Rw J t x
 .sequence of 3 yields the set of exact sequences
0 ª v ª v ª v ª 0L C Lry 1 ry2 ry2
. . .. . .. . . 7 .
0 ª v ª v ª v ª 0C C L3 2 2
0 ª v ª v ª v ª 0.C S L2 1
 .  .Our result follows from 6 and 7 .
Length Two
 2 .We are now interested in studying the Sally module when l I rJI s 2.
According to the structure of ascending chains of submodules described in
Section 3, we have two possible cases to analyze. In the first one I 2rJI and
its socle are both cyclic and different from each other. In the second case
2  .2I rJI is equal to its socle and isomorphic to Rrm .
For the rest of this subsection we will focus on the first case, starting
with reduction number two. Then, as in the case of length 1, we will relate
the first Hilbert coefficient of S to the reduction number of I with respect
to J, and we will analyze the Sally module in several extremal situations.
One shows in the following proposition that the first reduction module
L of I with respect to J and the first virtual reduction module D of I1 1
with respect to J are isomorphic.
 .PROPOSITION 4.5. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R,
 2 . 2J a minimal reduction of I, l I rJI s 2, and I rJI a cyclic R-module. Then
the first reduction module L of I with respect to J is Cohen]Macaulay. In1
 .w xw xfact, L , RrA T , . . . , T y1 .1 1 1 d
Proof. I 2rJI is a cyclic R-module, so one can write I 2rJI s R ? a s1
2  2 .RrA , for some a g I rJI, A s Ann I rJI . In this case, since1 1 1 R
 .  .l RrA s 2 and l Rrm s 1, A / m. Let R s RrA , m s mrA ,1 1 1 1
 .  .  .and notice that l m s l R y l Rrm s 1. So m is cyclic, and we can
 .write m s s , for some s g mrA , s / 0. Observe at this point that since1
2 2 .  .m / m , we must have m s 0.
w x  .In the notation of Section 2, let B s RrA T , . . . , T . From 4 we1 1 1 d
have the exact sequence of B -modules1
u1 6w x0 ª K ª B y1 L ª 0.1 1 1
w xOur aim is to show that K s 0, so that L , B y1 . Let K denote1 1 1
w xK q1 and we will prove that the ideal K of B vanishes.1 1
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 .  .  w x4  .One has Ass L : Ass S s m R Jt , and so Ass L sRw J t x 1 Rw J t x B 11
 4  .  .m B . This tells us that dim L s d; but also dim B s d. There-1 B 1 B 11 1
 .fore, from the exact sequence above one concludes that height K s 0.
Now, we know that m B is the only height zero prime ideal of B , and so,1 1
K : m B s s ? B .1 1
We can write K s sK X, where K X is an ideal of B . Notice that K X / B ;1 1
X  .for if K s B , then K s sB , and so, s g K ; in fact, s g K ; but this1 1 0
gives us a contradiction, since u is an isomorphism in degree 1, and so1
 .  . XK s K s 0. Therefore K / B .0 1 1 1
X X 2 2 .If K : m B , then K s sK : m B s m B s 0, and our proof is1 1 1
complete. Assume then that K X ­ m B . One has L , B rK , B rsK X, as1 1 1 1
 .  4B -modules. Now, as we have seen above, Ass L s m B ; but we will1 B 1 11
show that B rsK X has associated primes in B of height G 1. This is a1 1
contradiction, and this case K X ­ m B is not possible. One has s g B ,1 1
X X Xs f K s sK , so s is nonzero in B rsK and K s s 0. Therefore, there1
X  .  .eixsts a prime P of B , such that K : Ann s : Ann x s P , where1 B B1 1
X  X.x is a nonzero element of B rsK . So, one has P g Ass B rsK and1 B 11
 .  X. Xheight P G height K ; but since we are in the case where K ­ m B ,B B 11 1
X .  .we must have height K G 1, and therefore, height P G 1.B B1 1
Remark 4.6. Notice that if the reduction number of I with respect to J
 2 . 2is two, l I rJI s 2, and I rJI is a cyclic R-module, then S ,
 .w xw xRrA T , . . . , T y1 . This result follows from Proposition 4.5 together1 1 d
 .with the fact that S , L when r I s 2. Our result follows also from1 J
 2 . 2Theorem 1.3, because when l I rJI s 2 and I rJI is cyclic, the socle of
I 2rJI must be cyclic.
 .PROPOSITION 4.7. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R
 2 . 2and let J be a minimal reduction of I. If l I rJI s 2 and I rJI is a cyclic
 .R-module, then s F 2 r y 1 . In case of equality, S is Cohen]Macaulay.0
Proof. Since I 2rJI is a cyclic R-module, we must have I nq1rJI n cyclic
for all n G 1. Therefore, we can write I nq1rJI n , RrA , A sn n
 nq1 n.Ann I rJI . But A : A for all n G 1, and by hypotheses,R n nq1
 .  2 .  nq1 n.l RrA s l I rJI s 2. We conclude then that l I rJI F 2, for all1
n G 1. This result together with Theorem 1.1 gives us
ry1
nq1 ns F l I rJI F 2 r y 1 . . .0
ns1
 . ry1  nq1 n.If s s 2 r y 1 , then, in particular, s s  l I rJI , and so S is0 0 ns1
Cohen]Macaulay by Theorem 1.1.
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 .  nq1 n. Remark 4.8. If s s 2 r y 1 then l I rJI s 2 for n g 1, . . . , r y0
4 nq1 n1 , and so I rJI , RrA ; from the proof of Theorem 1.1, L ,1 n
w xw x  4RrA T , . . . , T yn for n g 1, . . . , r y 1 . We also observe that when1 1 d
 .s s 2 r y 1 , we may use the second part of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary0
1.2. In particular, the associated graded ring of I has depth G d y 1, and
we obtain simple expressions for the Hilbert coefficients and Hilbert]
 .Poincare series of S and gr R .Â I
The last result of Proposition 4.7 can be generalized to other extremal
cases. Before doing it, we need some observations.
w xw xL , RrA T , . . . , T y1 by Proposition 4.5. The question now be-1 1 1 d
comes: what happens to the other reduction modules of I with respect to
J ? Do they have a nice structure so that good properties for the Sally
module can be concluded?
We will look first at L . As observed before, since I 2rJI is a cyclic2
R-module, one has I 3rJI 2 also cyclic, and so I 3rJI 2 , RrA , where2
 3 2 . w x  .A s Ann I rJI . If B s RrA T , . . . , T , we have from 4 the exact2 R 2 2 1 d
sequence of B -modules2
w x0 ª K ª B y2 ª L ª 0. 8 .2 2 2
 .  .Since A : A : m , l Rrm s 1, and l RrA s 2, either A s A or1 2 1 2 1
w xA s m; in the first case, B s RrA T , . . . , T s B , and in the second2 2 1 1 d 1
w xone, B s Rrm T , . . . , T ; in each of these cases, we can have K s 0 or2 1 d 2
K / 0. Therefore, there are four possibilities for L :2 2
w x w xL , RrA T , . . . , T y2 ,2 1 1 d
w x w xL , RrA T , . . . , T y2 rK , .2 1 1 d 2
w x w xK / 0, m RrA T , . . . , T y2 ­ K , .2 1 1 d 2
w x w xL , Rrm T , . . . , T y2 ,2 1 d
w x w xL , Rrm T , . . . , T y2 rK , K / 0. .2 1 d 2 2
w xw xSuppose that L , RrA T , . . . , T y2 . In this case L is Cohen]2 1 1 d 2
i y 2 q d y 1 . . .  . .Macaulay. Observe that, for all i G 0, l L s l RrA .2 i 1 d y 1
From the filtration of the Sally module in Section 2, one concludes that the
 . .contribution of l L to s is 2.2 i 0
 w xw x.Suppose next that L , RrA T , . . . , T y2 rK , K / 0. One has2 1 1 d 2 2
 .  .  4  .  4Ass K : Ass B s m B and since K / 0, Ass K s m B .B 2 B 2 2 2 B 2 22 2 2
 .  . .This tells us that dim K s d, and we can write, for i c 0, l K sB 2 2 i2
i q d y 1 i q d y 2 .  . k y k q ??? , where k / 0 k is called the multiplicity0 1 0 0d y 1 d y 2
.  .of K . It follows from 8 and from the filtration of the Sally module2
 . .presented in Section 2, that the contribution of l L to s is, in this2 i 0
 .case, 2 y k and since k / 0, this number can be either 1 or zero .0 0
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w xw xIn the third case, L , Rrm T , . . . , T y2 , which is Cohen]Macaulay.2 1 d
i y 2 q d y 1 . . .  . .Now, l L s l Rrm for all i G 0 and the contribution of2 i d y 1
 . .l L to s is 1.2 i 0
 w xw x.Finally, suppose that L , Rrm T , . . . , T y2 rK , K / 0. Since2 1 d 2 2
w x  .  .Rrm T , . . . , T is a domain, height K ) 0, dim L - d, and the con-1 d 2 2
 . .tribution of l L to s is zero.2 i 0
 .In a similar way we could analyze the other L 's L , . . . , L . Ifn 3 ry1
A s A , then L has exactly the same four possibilities that we sawny1 1 n
 .for A . If A s m , then A s m since A : A : m , and there2 ny1 n ny1 n
w xw xare only two possibilities for L : L , Rrm T , . . . , T yn or L ,n n 1 d n
 w xw x.Rrm T , . . . , T yn rK , K / 0.1 d n n
 . .We conclude that if the contribution of l L to s is 2, then we mustn i 0
w xw x  . .have L , RrA T , . . . , T yn ; if the contribution of l L to s is 1,n 1 1 d n i 0
w xw x  w xw x.L , Rrm T , . . . , T yn or L , RrA T , . . . , T yn rK , K / 0,n 1 d n 1 1 d n n
 . .and the multiplicity of K is 1; if the contribution of l L to s is zero,n n i 0
 w xw x.  wthen L , Rrm T , . . . , T yn rK , K / 0, or L , RrA T , . . . ,n 1 d n n n 1 1
xw x.T yn rK , K / 0, and the multiplicity of K is 2.d n n n
An interesting consequence of the considerations just made is that for
 4  . .n g 1, . . . , r y 1 , the contribution of l L to s is nonincreasing.n i 0
We present now two theorems where we get results for the depth of the
Sally module in several extremal cases.
 .THEOREM 4.9. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension
d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R, J a
 2 . 2minimal reduction of I, l I rJI s 2, and I rJI a cyclic R-module. Suppose
we are in one of the following situations:
Contribution of Contribution of Contribution of
 . .  . .  . .l L to s l L to s ??? l L to s1 i 0 2 i 0 ry1 i 0
2 2 ??? 2
2 2 ??? 1
. . .. . .. . .
2 1 ??? 1
w xw xwhere all the 1's come from L , Rrm T , . . . , T yn . Then the Sallyn 1 d
module is Cohen]Macaulay.
w xw xProof. In all the cases above, L , RrA T , . . . , T yn or L , Rrn 1 1 d n
w xw xm T , . . . , T yn , as described before. In any situation, L is Cohen]1 d n
 4Macaulay for all n g 1, . . . , r y 1 , and our result follows from the filtra-
tion of S presented in Section 2.
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Remark 4.10. Notice that in each of the cases of Theorem 4.9, we are
ry1  nq1 n.in the situation of Theorem 1.1, where s s  l I rJI . Therefore,0 ns1
we may use the second part of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. In
  ..particular, depth gr R G d y 1.I
 .THEOREM 4.11. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R,
 2 . 2J a minimal reduction of I, l I rJI s 2, and I rJI a cyclic R-module.
Suppose we are in one of the following situations:
Contribution of Contribution of Contribution of Contribution of
 . .  . .  . .  . .l L to s l L to s ??? l L to s l L to s1 i 0 2 i 0 ry2 i 0 ry1 i 0
2 2 ??? 2 0
2 2 ??? 1 0
. . . .. . . .. . . .
2 1 ??? 1 0
w xw xwhere all the 1's come from L , Rrm T , . . . , T yn , and the zeros on then 1 d
 w xw  .x.last column come from L , Rrm T , . . . , T y r y 1 rK , Kry1 1 d ry1 ry1
 ./ 0. Then, depth S G d y 1.
Proof. By the structure described before, L , . . . , L all have depth1 ry2
d. An argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 1.4 gives
 .  .us depth L G d y 1. Therefore, depth S G d y 1.ry1
  ..COROLLARY 4.12. In the hypotheses of Theorem 4.11, depth gr R G dI
y 2.
Length Three
 2 .We will now study the Sally module when l I rJI s 3. According to
the structure of ascending chains of submodules described in Section 3, we
have four possible cases to analyze: in the first one, I 2rJI and its socle are
both cyclic, and therefore they are different from each other; in the second
case, I 2rJI is not cyclic but it has a cyclic socle; in the third case, I 2rJI is
a cyclic R-module, but its socle is not cyclic; finally, in the last case, I 2rJI
 .3is equal to its socle and isomorphic to Rrm .
In the first two cases, the socle of I 2rJI is cyclic, and so, if the reduction
number of I with respect to J is two, we conclude from Theorem 1.3 that
the Sally module is Cohen]Macaulay.
We will look here at the third case and the result we have tells that, if
the reduction number of I with respect to J is two, then the Sally module
has depth bigger or equal than d y 1. In fact, we will only assume that
 2 . 2l I rJI s 3 and that I rJI is cyclic, so our argument will also include
 .the first case where we already have a better result .
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Using the notation and definitions of Section 2, we have A s1
 2 . w x  .Ann I rJI and B s RrA T , . . . , T ; from 4 , one has the followingR 1 1 1 d
exact sequence of B -modules1
w x0 ª K ª D y1 ª L ª 0. 9 .1 1 1
Before our main theorem, we need the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 4.13. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension
d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm, let I be an m-primary ideal of R, and J
a minimal reduction of I. Then K satisfies property S of Serre.1 2
 .Proof. Property S of Serre says that for all p g Supp K ,2 B 11
depth K G min 2, dim K . .  . 4 .  .p p1 1
Assume that K / 0; since m B is the only height zero prime of B and1 1 1
 .  4  . .Ass K s m B , K satisfying S means that for all p , depth K GB 1 1 1 2 1 p1
  .4  .min 2, ht p . If ht p s 0, there is nothing to show. Let now p be such
 .that ht p G 1; in this case m B « p , so there exists r g p_m B . Since1 1
 .  4L : S, Ass L s m B , and therefore r is regular on L . One has1 B 1 1 11
 . .  .  .depth L G 1. Tensoring 9 with B yields1 p 1 p
w x0 ª K ª D y1 ª L ª 0. .  .  .p p p1 1 1
 .  4Since D is a Cohen]Macaulay B -module with Ass D s m B ,1 1 B 1 11
 . .  . .  .depth D s dim D s ht p . Now, the Depth Lemma on the last1 p 1 p
 . .   .4exact sequence tells us that depth K G min 1 q 1, ht p , and this1 p
proves that K has S .1 2
 .THEOREM 4.14. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R,
 2 . 2J a minimal reduction of I, l I rJI s 3, and I rJI a cyclic R-module. If the
 .reduction number of I with respect to J is two, then depth S G d y 1.
Proof. Since the reduction number of I with respect to J is two, one
 . 2 2has by 3 that S , L . Since I rJI is cyclic, we can write I rJI , RrA ,1 1
 2 . w xwhere A s Ann I rJI ; B s RrA T , . . . , T , and in our case the1 R 1 1 1 d
 .exact sequence 9 becomes
w x0 ª K ª B y1 ª S ª 0. 10 .1 1
If K s 0, our proof is finished. Let us then assume that K / 0, and1 1
 .  .  4  .  4since Ass K : Ass B s m B , one has Ass K s m B andB 1 B 1 1 B 1 11 1 1
 .dim K s d. There exist k , k , . . . , k g Z such that for i c 0,B 1 0 1 dy11
dy1i q d y 1 i q d y 2
l K s k y k q ??? q y1 k , .  . .1 0 1 dy1i  /  /d y 1 d y 2
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 .where k / 0. From 10 , k q s s 3, and so k can be either 1, 2, or 3. If0 0 0 0
 w x.  2 .k s 3, then s s 0, and, in particular, S s 0 see 15 . Then l I rJI s 0.0 0
 2 .But since we are in the case where l I rJI s 3, we conclude that k / 3.0
w xIf k s 2, then s s 1, and it follows from 15, Proposition 3.5 that0 0
 2 .mS s 0; in particular, m I rJI s 0. But this is a contradiction because
2  2 .I rJI is cyclic and l I rJI s 3. One concludes that k / 2.0
We are left with the only possible case: k s 1. Now, K is not only a0 1
w x  .  w x4B -module, but also an R Jt -module with Ass K s m R Jt .1 Rw J t x 1
w xTherefore m K s 0, as in 15, Proposition 3.5 . This implies that K is1 1
w x w x w xalso a B-module, where B s R Jt rm R Jt , Rrm T , . . . , T , and the1 d
w xstructure of K as an R Jt -module, as a B-module, or as a B -module is1 1
w x  .the same. Again as in 15, Proposition 3.5 , K , K as B-modules , where1
K is an ideal of B. By Lemma 4.13, K satisfies property S of Serre. It is2
not easy to show that as an ideal of B, K has height one and is unmixed.
Since B is a UFD, K has to be principal, i.e., K s B ? f , for some f / 0,
f g K. In particular, f is regular on B, and so B ? f , B as B-modules.
 .Therefore, as B-modules, K , B and depth K s d. We conclude that1 1
 .  .depth S G d y 1, using the Depth Lemma on 10 .
 .COROLLARY 4.15. Let R, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d ) 0 and infinite residue field Rrm. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R,
 2 . 2J a minimal reduction of I, l I rJI s 3, and I rJI a cyclic R-module. If the
  ..reduction number of I with respect to J is two, then depth gr R G d y 2.I
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